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The Executive of the Royal Regiment of Canada Association wishes to extend their heartfelt 
appreciation and thanks to the following donors who have contributed financially to assist 
in the publication and postage of ICH DIEN, our Association journal. It is through the gener-
osity of all our members who contribute to this that the Association is able to maintain our 
support to the Regimental Family. 

We wish to recognize at this time: 

Anthony Graham, former Honorary Colonel (HCol) of The Royal Regiment of Canada, 

Blake Goldring, former HCol of the Army, and former HCol of The Royal Regiment of Cana-
da, 

Colonel Robert Douglas, retired, former Commanding Officer, former HCol of The Royal Reg-
iment of Canada and former HCol of the Grey and Simcoe Foresters. 
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2020 COMMEMORATIONS OF AUGUST 19, 1942 AT DIEPPE 

CANADA REPRESENTED BY AMBASSADOR MS ISABELLE HUDON AND DEFENCE ATTACHÉ  

COL JJP HACHÉ 

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE   

Hello to all members of the Association and the Regimental Family, 

Since our last edition of our Journal, life has been interesting, not only 
in Toronto, but the world. Looking back at the last copy of ICH DIEN I 
see that I encouraged everyone to join us for the Anniversary Dinner 
in March. This event had to be postponed/cancelled due to the COVID
-19 pandemic, which closed all venues and raised concerns about the 
safety of all attendees. As some of us grow older and have health is-
sues and concerns, we have had to look at how we conduct our lives 
now. 

Unfortunately, this was not the only event that had to be cancelled or 
changed in the way we do things nowadays.   

Sorrel Day was celebrated virtually this year with the CO, RSM and 
Major West only. Major West acted as the MC for the ceremony, with 
LCol Nonato and RSM Persaud reading passages in the WO & Sgts’ 
Mess. They moved to the parade square for the presentation of a sprig 
of sorrel. 

Continued on page 4 
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE  
Continued from page 3 

 

 

This day also held the Change of RSM ceremony, from CWO Vishnu Persaud to CWO Darryl Chambers. I want to 
thank CWO Persaud for his service as RSM of the Regiment for the past 3 years and wish him all the best in his fu-
ture endeavours within The Royal Regiment of Canada.   

Congratulations to CWO Chambers on his appointment to the honoured position of RSM of The Royal Regiment of 
Canada. I know that we all wish him well in this post and will support him in his duties. 

The 2020 Warriors’ Day Parade was cancelled as was the entire Canadian National Exhibition, which some of us en-
joy attending at different times over the two-week run. 

The meetings of the association moved to the Zoom platform. Zoom is a cloud-based video conferencing tool with a 
local desktop client and a mobile app that allows users to meet online, with or without video. Since we didn’t want 
to lose contact with our many members it was felt this would be a good method to self-isolate yet still meet. It has 
been well received by many of our members, including some from a distance that precludes them from attending 
the meetings in the mess. We continued with our speaker’s nights with presentations on drones and the military 
connection with the CNE. 

As well we held wellness meetings. These are buddy checks to make sure everyone was doing well or in need of 
help. It was suggested that when we can meet again in the mess, that we continue to use Zoom to allow members 
at a distance or due to other restrictions to attend as well. We are considering all options available to us to make 
this happen. 

The work on the Bylaw is progressing slowly, but headway is being achieved. 

I know with the self isolation many of us have had to find inventive and creative ways to occupy our time. When I 
retired I picked up a camera again and started relearning all the things I forgot and learning to edit and process the 
photos I had taken. I can tell you there are only so many things to photograph in a small urban backyard. Fortunate-
ly we have more freedom now, but keeping our distance, so life should be more enjoyable. 

There is no word as of this time if we will parade for Remembrance Day this year, so please look to our email blasts 
for information. We hope to have one every two weeks to keep you informed of all the goings on with the regiment 
and association. 

A couple of changes that have happened recently within the regiment; the CO, LCol Nonato has accepted a post to 
the Canadian Forces College and has handed the regiment over to Maj. Adam West as the A/CO until Maj. Peter 
Martinis returns from his posting in the Middle East. We wish Maj. West the best during this time. 

HCol (BGen ret’ d) Gary Stafford and his wife Georgina have for the past number of years produced and edited your 
ICH DIEN and decided it was time to hand over to fresh eyes and ideas. Gary and Georgina, thank you for all the 
work you have put into producing this wonderful journal for all of the members of the association. It has been 
greatly appreciated.   

Norm Matheis, our Vice President, has agreed to take on the task of producing the journal for the next while. I 
thank Norm personally for taking this job on and wish him well with it. Norm has some ideas and would welcome 
suggestions and articles to be included in ICH DIEN, so if you have something or know of someone who would be 
willing to contribute, let him know. His contacts are on page 2 of ICH DIEN. 

Donations to the Education Fund are always welcome so please think of us when planning your budgets. 

CWO (ret’ d) John Clark CD 

PRESIDENT 
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RSM MENTOR AWARD 

The baton has been passed and I am grateful and 

honoured to have the opportunity to take on the 

role of your editor for ICH DIEN. I am grateful too 

to former editor, retired brigadier Stafford for kind-

ly taking the time to collate and hand over the vo-

luminous material he has collected from years past. 

Gary and Georgina have set the bar pretty high.  

In the time since the last issue of our Journal we’ve 

all been affected by the pandemic. From the earliest 

days of COVID-19, our troops stepped up, as they 

always do, despite the risk to their own health and 

safety. I hope that you and your loved ones have 

remained healthy and were able to find enjoyment 

with the warmer weather conditions throughout 

the summer months. 

In taking over as your Editor I propose to stay the 

course and the format of the Journal will stay as it is 

for now. I’ve never been a fan of change for the 

sake of change alone. We have though changed the 

concept of what has in the past been referred to as 

the newsletter, on purpose. With our current distri-

bution being twice yearly, we can’t solely focus on 

news, which gets stale in hours. The concept and 

titling as a Journal I think are more appropriate.  

We intend to add some new sections over time, in-

cluding possibly a Marketplace section where busi-

nesses providing services to our regimental family 

may showcase their offerings. We will also keep our 

eyes on the possibility of increasing the frequency 

of ICH DIEN. And the hunt begins now for a contrib-

uting writer who would be interested in eventually 

taking over the Editor role. This may be of interest 

particularly to a serving member of the Regiment 

currently enrolled in or a graduate of an academic 

program in journalism or other media arts. Anyone 

with a passion for communications is invited to ex-

press their interest to me.  

 

 

We are grateful to all who provided submissions for 

this edition and those serving members of the Regi-

ment who were able to dedicate the time to put their 

thoughts down.. Do please keep your stories coming. 

This is the regimental family’s account. I’m just the 

caretaker. Our objectives for your Regimental Associ-

ation Journal remain as before: produce a readable 

review of the past six months, maintaining as much 

imagery as we can, and anticipate future activities 

and Regimental priorities; secondly, help to maintain 

an accurate record of serving and past people, con-

scious of the potential enquiries later and requests 

from our Regimental archivists; lastly, to include the 

widest selection possible of contributions. The ulti-

mate goal? Perhaps for this to be among the best 

Commonwealth army association Journals.  

Hopefully everybody with an urge to write and con-

tribute feels they are given the opportunity. I hope 

you will be encouraged by a desire to send some-

thing, having read others’ good contributions. There 

is always room for more and we would ask for the 

same – we are ready to receive anything as soon as 

this October 2020 edition is circulated, and we look 

forward to incorporating everything relevant that you 

submit. Thank you to everybody for helping. Stay safe 

and stay connected. 

 

Ich Dien, 

Norm Matheis 

matheisn@gmail.com 

 

From the Editor 
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Operation LASER (Op LASER) is the Canadian Armed Forces’ (CAF) response to the COVID-19 pandemic situation. 

During Op LASER, the CAF implements certain measures on their personnel and Department of National Defence 
(DND) employees to reduce the impacts of a pandemic situation. These measures are implemented in order to main-
tain operational capabilities and readiness to support Government of Canada objectives and requests for assistance. 

Assistance to the Public Health Agency of Canada 

Support to long-term care facilities 

Support to Public Health Ontario 

Canadian Ranger support to Québec  

Local Response Forces 

The term Local Response Forces (LRF) refers to unit-level organizations across the Canadian Armed Forces that are 
not yet tasked as part of Operation LASER Task Forces but may contribute to community-level activities as municipal-
ities continue to deal with the spread of COVID-19. 

The LRF personnel may be Reservists who work out of armouries in cities across Canada, or troops on bases and 
wings who may be called upon to fulfill tasks in the local community. More specifically, LRFs may provide a helpful 
hand for short term general duty tasks which are not official government to government requests for assistance.  

The three lines of effort for Operation LASER 

Preserve and protect CAF personnel to maintain operational capabilities and readiness, and meet the core mandates 
of the CAF. 

Assess CAF activities at home and abroad including continuity plans, protecting defence supply chains, and taking 
measures to limit the chance of infection of CAF personnel. 

Support other government departments to ensure the CAF are ready to support the Government of Canada’s objec-
tives and requests for assistance. 

Phases 

Operation LASER is the activation of Contingency Plan (CONPLAN) LASER for the response to a pandemic of an influ-
enza-like disease. The plan consists of 4 phases. The Chief of the Defence Staff (CDS) activated phase 2 of Operation 
LASER on March 2, 2020. On March 13, 2020, he activated phase 3. 

Phase 3: Pandemic response 

Activated on order of the CDS, this phase is characterized by widespread and continuous transmission of the virus in 
the general population and the imminent risk or existence of significant absentee rates    

The Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) response will be dependent on the disease’s impact in and around the location of 

CAF elements and requests for assistance to civil authorities 

Phase 4: Post pandemic restoration 

This phase starts when the CDS declares that the pandemic situation has concluded 

This phase involves the resumption and re-establishment of all DND/CAF services and operations to normal levels 

This phase transitions back to Phase 1 and coincides with Public Health Agency of Canada (PHAC) declaring a post-

pandemic phase. 

 

OPERATION LASER (DND) 
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In early April the 32 Canadian Brigade Group (CBG) Domestic  Response Company - Contingency (DRC-C) was 
formed and tasked with preparing for any possible Requests For Assistance (RFAs) by the Province of Ontario relat-
ed to the current COVID-19 pandemic.  During the COVID-19 pandemic in Canada Operation LASER (Op LASER) was 
first activated on March 2, 2020, with escalation to Phase 3 of the operation on March 13, 2020. Under Op LASER, 
military medical personnel and other resources were deployed to certain long-term care facilities (LTCF) in Quebec 
and Ontario to assist with operating those facilities. These deployments were authorized by the Department of Na-
tional Defence at the request of those provinces' premiers, François Legault and Doug Ford. Planning was set in 
motion to respond to COVID-19 related requests as well as other RFAs that normally occur within the context of 
Op LENTUS (the Canadian Armed Forces’ (CAF's) on-going operations that support RFAs for civil emergencies such 
as floods and forest fires) within a COVID-19 environment. 

DRC-C was part of 32 CBG HQ as a contingency response capability in case the forces of Territorial Battalion Group 
(TBG) 1 were not able to respond to all the RFAs.  Vehicles, stores and equipment were drawn to be able to re-
spond to any RFAs, whether these would have come from LTCFs that were overwhelmed with COVID-19 cases, 
fires, or floods and prepare for whatever environment or weather conditions within which these RFAs may have 
occurred. 

As of  July, wrap-up of the DRC-C was underway and our soldiers moved on as new personnel for the Battle School 
(BSL), Individual Summer Training (IST) Tasks and the Summer Trg Bn (STB).   

The soldiers of The Royal Regiment of Canada who were (pictured above) part of DRC-C were Sgt Jung,  Sgt Car-
roll,  MCpl Del Rio Salinas, MCpl Chan, Cpl Islam, Cpl Marquez, Cpl Zhu, Pte Coote, Pte Kim, Pte Price and Capt Naj-
lis. Congratulations to Cpl Islam on his promotion. The picture above was taken at Denison Armoury in early May.  

Capt Najlis, OC DRC-C said, “I am extremely grateful and humbled for the opportunity I have been given to lead our 
soldiers in the DRC-C.  I am very proud of our Royals and all their work as part of Op LASER.” 

Contributed by Capt Najlis 

 

Op LASER - 32 CBG Domestic Response Company (DRC-C)  
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Summer Trg Bn    
 
On August 27, 2020 the Royals at right took 
second place in the Summer Training Battal-
ion (STB) Competition... 
 
Job well done Cpl Benson, Cpl Kim, Cpl Ybanez 
and Pte Ramlogan! 
 

Courtesy RSM CWO Chambers 

A Lone Trumpeter 
During a time period in which the Regimental Band would normally have played more than thirty engagements, 
MCpl Trimble has the odd distinction of being the only member of the band to have performed in public since the 
beginning of March. MCpl Trimble performed Last Post and Reveille at a very small, physically-distanced ceremony 
at Queen's Park on 8 May to commemorate the 75th Anniversary of VE Day. 

Due to the COVID-19 shutdown the Band was unable to perform at such events as the Fergus Highland Games, The 
Fort Henry Tattoo in Kingston, the Warriors' Day Parade or the CNE. Members of the Band have continued to prac-
tice at home and have collaborated on a couple of projects. Members recorded themselves at home playing our 
Regimental Marches and Pte (ret) Roman Yasinsky did a marvelous job of stitching the individual performances 
together into a virtual performance. The video is available online on the Regiment's YouTube channel. Watch for 
another performance to be released shortly. 

Since the Band couldn't perform for the residents at Belmont House in July and likely won't be able to perform for 
the veterans at Sunnybrook Hospital this December, the Band is preparing a virtual concert video to be shown to 
these audiences. The video includes live performances and audio recordings from some of our past concerts and 
CDs that have been put together with slides and graphics by Mr. Robin Stewart. 

Contributed by Director of Music Capt Anderson 
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ASSOCIATION JOURNAL   
We need you to read your ICH DIEN on-line!   Not only will you 
save us a significant amount of money in distribution costs, you 
may save a tree or two!   We realize not everyone has access to 
the Internet.  For those in this situation, we will continue to en-
sure you receive a paper copy of our Association Journal. Just let 
us know you still need a hardcopy, by sending a letter to the Asso-
ciation at the address at the top of page 3 or ask a computer-
capable friend to email on your behalf to  leoafonso@gmail.com  
 

DIEPPE - BLUE BEACH - EVERY MAN REMEMBERED 

is a research project that will honour the 554 soldiers of The Royal Regi-
ment of Canada who participated in the Dieppe Raid on August 19, 1942.  
The goal of the project is to create a memorial book where each Royal is 
remembered by their photo and bio. Since this project began in 2015, we 
have located approximately 75% of their photos and approximately 60% of 
their bios. 

Please help us to complete this monumental task by sharing photos and 
information or by connecting us with families of these men, with hopes of 
locating photos and stories to make sure every man is remembered.   

For 
more 

information contact Jayne Poolton-Turvey at 
dieppebluebeach@gmail.com or check out our 
website www.dieppebluebeach.ca or our Face-
book page, Dieppe Blue Beach Every Man Re-
membered. Thank you. 

 

Contributed by Ms. Jayne Poolton-Turvey 

 

 

 

 

 

Jayne Poolton-Turvey is the very proud daughter of a Dieppe Veteran and Prisoner of War. She 
co-authored the best-selling book, “Destined To Survive: A Dieppe Veteran’s Story”, with her 
father, Jack Poolton, (published in 1998 by Dundurn Press). Working on his book, as well as ac-
companying her father to dozens of speaking engagements and hearing her father tell the story 
of the Dieppe Raid, was a life-changing experience for her.  She has since followed in her fa-
ther’s footsteps from Dieppe, to the location of the prison camp, Stalag VIIIB in Poland, and has 
also travelled the route through Germany of the 1500 kilometre Death March that he endured 
as a prisoner of war.  Nearly five years ago, Jayne created a project entitled “Dieppe Blue Beach 
Every Man Remembered”, as a way of honouring both her father and the soldiers from The Roy-
al Regiment of Canada who participated in the Dieppe Raid.   
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Museum Renewal  
Rick Towey 

 
The renovations to The Museum of The Royal Regiment of Canada are continuing to 

make steady progress although the COVID-19 virus has brought things to almost a com-

plete halt over the past six months. In addition to the virus, the heat in the museum is 

unbearable during the summer and it is impossible to work in the unairconditioned building. 

The space that the museum now occupies was at one time the 2nd Field Engineer Regiment (2 FER) WOs & 

Sergeants’ Mess and consists of three rooms. One room had been used as a kitchen complete with a sink and 

running water, one was the main sitting area of the Mess, and a third was a storage room in the stairwell.  

The former kitchen has been gutted down to the bare concrete block walls and refinished (compliments of the 

Army) and now houses all the Regiment’s archives, documents and photos.  Steel shelving cabinets have been 

purchased, a large executive desk obtained, and a computer installed. Proper museum quality filing boxes and 

file folders have been purchased to store the archives in an acid-free and dust-free environment.  Gun vaults 

have been obtained to securely store all of the museum’s weapons. 

The storage room was also gutted, and industrial shelving purchased and installed. All the museum’s artifacts 

have been stored in boxes which have been labeled with the contents and placed on the shelves. 

The gallery exhibits room has been emptied of all the artifacts and cabinets in order to prepare it for painting.   

It had originally been painted maroon with a dark blue ceiling, and cedar two by fours had been suspended 

from the twelve-foot-high ceiling.  These colours caused the room to seem to be dark, and the two by fours 

blocked a lot of the light from the fluorescent light fixtures mounted on the ceiling.  The cedar has been re-

moved and has been sold.  A chair rail that lined the room has been removed and the resulting gap repaired.  

Hundreds of small holes in the walls have been patched and the walls have been painted with a brilliant white 

paint that has become the museum standard colour throughout the world. 

The next stage is a complete and thorough inventory of all the artifacts.  Arrangements have been made to 

purchase a professional computer program that is used by many museums worldwide, and a laptop computer 

to maintain the database. 

The museum is fortunate to have some excellent volunteers, two of which are highly skilled professionals who 

work in the museum industry.  They are providing excellent training and guidance to our other dedicated and 

hard working nonprofessional volunteers.  

The museum frequently receives requests for information from members of the public, schools, family mem-

bers and researchers from across the world.  We’ve received requests from all parts of Canada, the USA and 

Europe.  Each request is answered personally, and the research completed as thoroughly as possible.  We have 

answered over eighty requests to date and sent over 750 email messages.  One notable success was a woman 

from Victoria who did not have a photograph of her father who had served with the Regiment during the Sec-

ond World War.  She flew to Toronto and together we spent the day searching for a photograph of her father 

and after several hours we found one.   

Continued on pages 11 (photos) and 21 
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ALWAYS READY  our regimental history, copies remain available for purchase.   It will 

make an excellent Christmas Gift, ensuring the history of our Regiment continues to be 
shared.  $40.00 or $100.00 for a VIP Edition.  Order yours today!   Order from our website 
or contact BGen (ret’ d) Stafford at 705 435-4141. 

Museum archives 

room (before, left, 

and after, above) 

Museum storage 

(before, right, and 

after, left) 

Gallery (before, 

below right, and 

after, below) 
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CHANGE OF ADDRESS or EMAIL & COMMENTS  When you move, please send us your new street ad-
dress, phone numbers and email address, by email to leoafonso@gmail.com  Keep the Association up to 
date about how you are doing and we will continue to inform you about your Regiment.   The Editor re-
quests your comments and corrections concerning the articles and content of your ICH DIEN. We apolo-
gize for any errors in the spelling of names etc. We welcome any ideas or suggestions on how to improve 
your Journal. 

2020 Association Scholarships Awarded 
 

The Royal Regiment of Canada Association is pleased to announce the award of scholarships to assist 
those pursuing their post-secondary studies. 
 
This year’s scholarship awardees are: 
 
MWO Ze’ev Nafte, accepted at the University of Waterloo Aviation Program   
 
Cpl Mateen Mehri, accepted at the University of Toronto Faculty of Music (Masters) 
 
Pte Hilary Sommerhalder, accepted at the University of Toronto Faculty of Music  
 
The Association is pleased to be able to continue to offer scholarships to eligible members of the Regi-
ment and Cadet corps. This program is made possible through the generous donations of many of our 
past members and their family members as a Memorial.  APPLY EARLY FOR 2021 THROUGH YOUR 
CHAIN OF COMMAND. 

Welfare and Support 
 

Association members and serving members of the Regiment have a resource availa-
ble to you through our member and Director Valorie Flynn. Val is a Royal Canadian 
Legion Branch Service Officer and can help steer you in the right direction in claims 
for benefits. Val has been active for many years in her own right in assisting veterans 
and has been a regular visitor to Sunnybrook, the largest veterans' care facility in 
Canada. If a family needs someone to visit a veteran that they can’t get to and if she can do it, she will. Also if fam-
ily members need help with getting their veterans situated into a home or Sunnybrook, she may be able to help 
them out with that as well. Contact Val Flynn at her coordinates on page 3. 

This service is in no way meant to take priority over any morale and welfare resources identified to serving mem-
bers of the Regiment from your Chain of Command. These may include such organizations as the Military Family 
Resource Centres (MFRC). While there may not be a physical MFRC location near you, Reservists and their families 
can still receive services from their closest MFRC location, online or through the Family Information Line.    

https://www.cafconnection.ca/National/Local-Sites/Connect-to-Your-Local-CAF-Community.aspx
https://www.cafconnection.ca/National/Stay-Connected/Family-Information-Line.aspx
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ACTING CO’s MESSAGE 

Royals, 

For those who do not know, the requirements of the service have once again necessitated the appointment of an 
acting commanding officer. In the normal course, a change of command would have happened at Sorrel Day in con-
junction with the change of Regimental Sergeant-Major. However, operational needs superseded this. Although Ma-
jor Peter Martinis has been selected by the Commander of the Canadian Army as our next commanding officer, as he 
is currently deployed on Operation IMPACT, the change of command was not possible. Added to Major Martinis’ de-
ployment, Lieutenant-Colonel Nonato – who also recently returned from Operation IMPACT – has had to step back 
from the unit to take on a new position as Directing Staff for the Joint Command and Staff Program at the Canadian 
Forces College – training the Canadian Armed Forces’ future unit commanders. Both officers are filling challenging 
and crucial positions for the Canadian Armed Forces – a testament to their individual strength and each a credit to 
the Regiment. This means the needs of the Canadian Armed Forces has once again left us without our Commanding 
Officer. I have, therefore, been appointed as the acting commanding officer, tasked with keeping the Battalion on 
the path selected by Lieutenant-Colonel Nonato and Major Martinis until there can be a formal change of command 
when Major Martinis returns from operations. 

As I write to you in my capacity as Acting Commanding Officer, we are in the midst of quite a unique and uncertain 
time for the Regiment – along with the rest of the world. Since the last issue of Ich Dien that Battalion has been in a 
period of “stand down”, with little physical training activities taking place. On 13 March, we, along with the vast ma-
jority of Canadians, ceased our regular activities and focused on physical distancing to protect ourselves and all Ca-
nadians as we looked to “flatten the curve” in the fight against COVID-19. 

However, this period of stand down has not been like the traditional summer stand downs of old. One may argue 
that the last six months have been some of the busiest for the individual soldiers of the Regiment. Immediately after 
the order to cease in-person training, the Battalion reoriented to conduct training in a virtual manner, with soldiers 
participating in lectures via platforms such as WebEx. The Battalion’s ability to quickly adapt to the situation and piv-
ot in a new direction to continue training in a way (one that I would never have conceived of even a year ago) is a 
testament to the skills and resilience of our newest generation of junior leaders. 

More importantly, the Regiment contributed in great numbers to Operation LASER – the Canadian Armed Forces’ 
support to government COVID-19 response. Over 70 soldiers – approximately one third of the unit – were placed on 
Class C contracts in support of the mission. This is the most soldiers the Regiment has had on operations at one time 
since the Second World War. What is equally impressive as the number itself is how quickly and efficiently we were 
able to deploy these members. This is thanks to the particular efforts of our administrative staff, but also speaks of 
the “culture of deployability” that is being built in the Battalion. We must continue to build on this culture, for it is 
likely that the operational requirements placed on the Primary Reserve are only going to increase. 

While on operations, our soldiers served in the Territorial Battalion Group, the Local Response Unit, the Domestic 
Response Company (Contingency) and the Brigade’s Operation LASER headquarters. Our soldiers completed various 
tasks in the different organisations that they were assigned. However, particular attention and praise must go to the 
soldiers who were deployed to long-term care facilities – Lieutenants Leonardelli and Moreno, Warrant Officer 
McDonald, Sergeants Gidlow and Toma and Master Corporals Choi, White and G. Yasinsky. These Royals did a great 
service to the elderly patients in the facilities and brought great credit to the Regiment. Bravo Zulu to all! 

Continued on page 14 
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ACTING CO’S MESSAGE continued 

Continued from page  13 

 

We cannot forget the change of Regimental Sergeant-Major. On the scheduled date of Sorrel Day, a very small con-
tingent of the Battalion assembled at Fort York Armoury to conduct the change of Regimental Sergeant-Major, as 
well as complete some of the more traditional aspects of Sorrel Day. A video of the events is available at  https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=097_wlLmb7E&t=125s for those who have not seen it. The most significant event, the 
change of Regimental Sergeant-Major, saw Chief Warrant Officer Persaud hand over duties to Chief Warrant Officer 
Chambers. To Chief Warrant Officer Persaud, I thank you for your dedication during your tenure of office – the Regi-
ment is stronger now than when you took over – and look forward to welcoming you into the Officers’ Mess, where 
I know you will continue to contribute to the Regiment in a large way. To Chief Warrant Officer Chambers, congratu-
lations on your well-deserved appointment! I look forward to having you as a fire team partner and trusted advisor 
in my acting appointment and what you will accomplish for the remainder of your tenure working with Lieutenant-
Colonel Martinis. 

The Battalion is now preparing to resume training. This will of course will be done in a new and unique way, in keep-
ing with the new world we live in. Training will be a combination of virtual lectures, as we have been doing since 
March, and limited in-person training for activities that cannot be done at a distance. There will also be a greater 
demand for individual training courses as we look to compensate for the lost summer training period that resulted 
from COVID-19 restrictions. The year ahead will be focused on sustaining our capabilities and increasing our deploy-
ability so that we can be ready to answer the call should the government need us to support another domestic op-
eration. 

In this new environment – where our soldiers are very disbursed and may be feeling disconnected from the Regi-
ment – now more than ever, there is a role for the Association. I understand the executive has worked hard to move 
into the digital world – hosting association meetings via Zoom and the like. Well done. Now, I ask that every mem-
ber of the Association think about ways to connect to our soldiers during this challenging time. Whether it be bring-
ing them into Association meetings, or perhaps creating online social events – such as trivia or games nights, or pre-
paring care packages for those that may be deployed or are simply isolated as a result of COVID-19; we must work 
together to become closer and not allow the current climate to push us farther apart. To this end, I look forward to 
working with all members of the Association in the months to come. 

 

Ich Dien 

 

A.F.M. West 

Major 

Acting Commanding Officer 

The Royal Regiment of Canada 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=097_wlLmb7E&t=125s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=097_wlLmb7E&t=125s
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VETERAN’S SERVICE CARD 
 
As of Monday, June 29, 2020, production and distribution of the Veteran’s Service Card resumed in a limited 

capacity, according to a Government of Canada website.  You may continue to apply for your VSC either online 

or by mail.  Our Association members tell us they are receiving them. The website strongly recommends that 

you apply via the online application portal as it may expedite your request by at least two weeks. The relatively 

new Veteran’s Service Card helps you stay connected to military and veteran support programs after your re-

lease from reserve service. It may also provide access to certain discounts from retailers. The VSC would be 

evidence of your service that would waive the requirement in Ontario to have a fishing licence-type Outdoors 

Card. 
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MONDAY 14 AUGUST 1944  With  LtCol Anderson wounded in the knee early in the morning of 14 Aug.44, 
Maj.Ralph Young assumed command of The Regiment.  This was the day ‘Operation Tractable’ was to be 
launched by 3rd Cdn.Inf.Div. and 4th Cdn.Armd.Div. upon Falaise and to the east through Morteaux-Couliboeuf 
towards Trun and Chambois; in order to trap the remnants of the German 7th Infantry & 5th Panzer Armies.  The 
2nd Cdn.Inf.Div. was required to withdraw from the main thrust-line to Urville and Hautmesnil.  But the Royals 
were more fully committed than rear echelons realized, being between Moulines and Falaise, and the 5th Bri-
gade  were now approaching Falaise.  Consequently, withdrawal was slower than planned, but our H.Q.Coy. and 
Support Coy. finally made it back to Bretteville-le-Rabet, where we were joined by our ‘A’Ech. while our Rifle 
Companies and TAC HQ were still disengaging from the Clair Tizon area. 
 
 Operation Tractable was to be kicked-off with a daylight heavy bomber attack south-east of the Quesnay 
area with 417 Lancasters, 352 Halifaxes and 42 Mosquitoes (RAF & RCAF), dropping 3,723 tons of bombs; in total 
wireless silence.  It was a bright sunny day as we watched those beautiful big four-engine bombers begin to fly 
over with bomb-bay doors open.  But when their bombs were dropping, too soon, about half a mile to the  rear 
of our position, chiefly in the St.Aignan and Hautmesnil Quarry areas.  The Battalion soon used yellow smoke and 
flares to signal the air crews of our positions, but bomber command had not been advised of this recognition pro-
cedure; and what  is much worse, the RAF Target-Marker aircraft had used a similar yellow marker.  Furthermore, 
the bombers had not made carefully timed runs from the coast, as required.  Seventy-Seven heavy bombers 
dropped short that afternoon on our own troops, till we finally shot down one of our own planes to stop them. 
 
 The Canadian Army had 65 killed, 91 missing presumed killed and 241 wounded.  The most heavily hit units 
were 12th Field Batt.RCA with 21 killed & 46 wounded, The Royal Regiment of Canada 6 killed & 35 wounded and 
the Polish Armoured Div. with 42 killed & 51 missing presumed killed (the Poles had been bombed by the Ameri-
can Air Force in Operation Totalize 8 Aug.44 and had 65 killed and 250 wounded then).  Further, the Royals lost 
24 vehicles (trucks, carriers and jeeps), 6 anti-tank guns (of six), 15 mortars, 17 machine guns, 29 wireless sets, 
the Battalion Orderly Room Caravan with all of it’s records, 3-ton cook’s lorry and the Water Truck, plus large 
quantities of ammunition, rations & clothing. 
 
 RAF Air Marshal Coningham was visiting with LtGen Guy Simonds in his armoured car near Hautmesnil dur-
ing the bombing and MajGen R.F.Keller, 3rd Cdn.Inf.Div.Commander was seriously wounded.  Air Marshal Harris 
immediately exacted disciplinary action against two pathfinder crews, flight and squadron commanders.  1st 
Cdn.Army Gen.Crerar’s Chief of Staff, MajGen Churchill Mann, was personally responsible for co-ordinating com-
bined operations with Bomber Command - and particularly the yellow smoke signal.  This is the same Churchill 
Mann, then a Brigadier in Aug1942, who was the Senior Canadian liaison for combined operations in the Dieppe 
Raid.  With Naval and Air support substantially reduced from the Dieppe Plan and Gen.Montgomery distancing 
himself from it, Brig.Mann was still very “Gung Ho!” 
And, when Lt.Col.Doug Catto, CO The Royal Regiment of Canada, a battle-experienced veteran, suggested that 
the Dieppe Plan was fraught with alarming warnings of possible disaster, Brig.Mann abruptly turned to Catto and 
snapped “if you want to keep your command, keep your mouth shut.”  Obviously, both at Dieppe and Hautmesnil, 
Churchill Mann demonstrated that combined Operations was not his forté.   
 
The late Major W. R. Bennett CD 
Regimental Historian             Continued  on page 17 

 Regimental Vignette by the late Major W.R. (Bob) Bennett CD 

HAUTMESNIL (HAUT MESNIL) BOMBING 

Editor’s Note: On August 14, 1944, the quarry at Haut Mesnil, France, occupied by Canadian troops, was mistakenly 

targeted by RAF bombers. They mistook it for a German position.  
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LOOKING BACK 

HAUTMESNIL BOMBING 

Continued  from page 16 

Editor’s Note and update... 

Every effort is made in reproducing Bob Bennett’s vignettes to maintain his writing style and originality. The only 

editing done are tweaks for things like missing words from the original typescript.  

In May of 2008, the Canadian media reported that, 64 years after he died in a bloody battle with German forces in 

northern France, a Canadian soldier's body was found, identified and was prepared for a military funeral.  

The young private died in the battle of the Falaise gap in August 1944, two months after Allied troops landed on 

the beaches of Normandy and started making their way south, suffering heavy losses. 

His body was discovered in the quarry in Haut Mesnil, in March 2005, said an official with the Department of Na-

tional Defence (DND). 

The soldier was identified as Private Ralph Ferns. He was born in Tipperary, Ireland and lived in Toronto before 
shipping out overseas with The Royal Regiment of Canada. He was 25. 

His remains were discovered in the quarry in March 2005 by local residents, along with a badge that showed he 

was a Canadian soldier. For the next three years, DND worked to identify him, eventually finding a match through 

dental records. 
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On Sunday 31 May 2020, the regiment conducted the annual Sorrel Day Parade in conjunction with the Change of 

Regimental Sergeant Major. Regimental Awards were also announced. Due to the current operating environment  

restrictions, a small group represented the entire Regiment to mark these important events. In the screen grab 

above, RSM CWO Chambers accepts his sword from CO LCol Nonato, with outgoing RSM CWO Persaud in the 

background. 
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Kingsman 

Alongside a few other regiments in the British Army that use traditional names other 

than Private for the lowest rank, our allied regiment The Duke of Lancaster's Regi-

ment uses the rank Kingsman (Kgn) instead of Private, a tradition inherited from the 

King's Regiment (itself having inherited the tradition from the King's Regiment 

(Liverpool)). Its use has been officially sanctioned since 1951, but it was informally 

used before this for over 100 years. 

Dieppe in Canada? 

All Royals know some history of The Royal Regiment of Canada’s action during Operation Jubilee or the Dieppe Raid, 

the Allied amphibious attack on the German-occupied port of Dieppe, northern France, in the Second World War. 

Did you know there is also a city in New Brunswick named Dieppe? With a population at 25,384 as of 2016, it’s the 

fourth-largest city in the province. Formerly Leger’s Corner, it became the Village of Dieppe in 1946 to commemo-

rate the Canadian soldiers who lost their lives during that Dieppe raid on August 19, 1942. On January 1, 2003, the 

municipality was designated as the City of Dieppe. The Greater Moncton (Roméo LeBlanc) International Airport is 

located in this Canadian Dieppe.  

Australian Army Infantry Museum 

If you are ever so fortunate post-pandemic as to visit Australia, your Editor can highly recommend setting aside half 

a day for Australia’s army’s infantry museum.  The museum is in Singleton (not far from Sydney) in the state of New 

South Wales, next to the Infantry Centre. Great collections and displays in a very modern building, including much on 

our allied unit The Royal Victoria Regiment. Serving soldiers draw duty as guides in the museum. 

 

 

 

 

The Numbers 

There are 230,000 Canadian Forces veterans living in Ontario as well as 3,850 veterans on average who leave the CF 

every year to live in this province.  
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LAST POST 

AT THE GOING DOWN OF THE SUN AND IN THE MORNING WE WILL REMEMBER THEM 

William "Bill" STANFIELD   1924—2020. Bill was one of our 
few remaining World War II Veterans, and a survivor of 
the D-Day landings on Juno Beach. Bill was a retired Cap-
tain with the North York Fire Department with 33 years of 
service.  

Gary Wayne MULHOLLAND, The Royal Canadian Regiment.    Passed on August 19th, 
2020 in his 77th year. Former Regular Support Staff WO posted to The Royal Regiment 
of Canada. Served proudly in the Canadian Armed Forces for 31 years. Pro Patria. 

Sandra MORELLO.   It is with sadness that we inform you of the passing of Mrs Sandra 
Morello on September 27th, 2020. The beloved wife of our Association Treasurer and 
former Drum Major Mike Morello and mother of Tamara and Paul.  

FUTURE EVENTS—REGIMENT, BAND & ASSOCIATION  
  
2020 
Thurs 5th Nov 1930 hrs Association Elections via  Zoom  
Sun 8th Nov 1100 hrs  Remembrance Day - Cathedral Church of St.  
     James - Toronto ** 
Thurs 3rd Dec 1930 hrs    Association virtual meeting via Zoom  
2021 
Thurs 7th Jan 1930 hrs  Association virtual meeting via Zoom  
Thurs 4th Feb 1930 hrs  Association virtual meeting via Zoom  
 
** Times, dates and COVID-19 impact  to be confirmed.   

Gordon Edward JOHNSTON  October 18, 1924 - May 6, 2020.  WW II Veteran, The 
Royal Regiment of Canada, 2nd Division. Passed away at his home in Ashburn with his 
family by his side on Wednesday May 6th, 2020 at the age of 95. Dearly loved hus-
band of Jean for 71 years. Much loved Dad of Bonnie Maunder and her husband Ste-
phen of Little Britain and Gordon Johnston and his wife Deborah of Lindsay. 

MCpl Matthew Alexander COUSINS  An Airborne Electronic Sensor Operator with the 
Royal Canadian Air Force, lost his life along with five other crew members when their 
helicopter Stalker 22 went down off the coast of Greece on April 29th, 2020.  MCpl 
Cousins served with The Royal Regiment of Canada, moving to regular force RMS 
Clerk, and finally serving as an AESOp on the CH-148 Cyclone. Per Ardua Ad Astra.  
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Continued from page 10 

The museum also receives requests for displays, most often around Remembrance Day. We’ve created a small 

traveling display that highlights the First and Second World Wars, and the Afghanistan War. 

The curator has been taking courses through the Ontario Museum Association in order to learn the proper tech-

niques of preservation of artifacts and archives, and exhibit design and planning. The courses have been proving 

invaluable in terms of operating the museum in a professional manner and contacts made within the museum 

community. 

We have been making slow but methodical and steady progress and the museum is well on its way to becoming a 

small but highly professional museum that meets international museum standards. 

Retired captain Rick Towey is the Curator of The Museum of The Royal Regiment of Canada and a member of The 

Royal Regiment of Canada Association. The Museum is located on the east mezzanine level at Canadian Forces Ar-

moury Fort York, in the former 2 FER Sergeants' Mess. Current best estimate of completion and opening is the year 

2021.  

Financial contributions to the Museum can be made through the Regimental Foundation. Material donations are 

encouraged and can be made by contacting Rick at email   richard.towey@yahoo.com  and arrangements to take 

possession of the artifact or other information will be made. 

Canadian Army Town Hall  

HCol Stafford and HLCol Meighen had the opportunity to participate in a recent virtual Town Hall hosted by Cana-

dian Army Commander LGen Eyre, Canadian Army Sergeant Major CWO Hartnell and Honorary Colonel of the Ca-

nadian Army, Paul Hindo. Seventy-five per cent of the Honorary Appointments from across Canada were in 

attendance.  

A few highlights from the Town Hall (this is not an exhaustive summary) include: 

Operations - LGen Eyre was very pleased and proud of the Army’s ability to respond and deal with the current 

pandemic. Approximately 8000 reservists across the country signed up for Class C (full-time) contracts.      

The Commander spoke of Op HONOUR (CF response to sexual harassment in the ranks) and how the Army must 

also turn its attention to finding and removing members who espouse hate speech. He emphasized how the Army  

must hold its members to a higher standard and level of accountability.    

Army Modernization Strategy - The Army must be ready to take on all challenges. There is a five-year change 

agenda to develop and ensure concept of Land Power vs threats, both domestic and foreign. The term “Land Pow-

er” was described as “Boots on the Ground” both on operations and continental defence. History has shown if you 

can’t hold ground, you can’t win.    

Public Support is currently in low 80s to high 90s per cent. However the public’s understanding of what the Army 

does is in the low teens to high 20s percentages. We need to address and inform the public of what we do and 

who we are. Key role for Reserve Regiments and Honorary Appointments who live and serve within their commu-

nities.  

Force 2025 - The Army will continue to identify reserve unit taskings that are attainable and support boots on the 
ground and continental defence.            Courtesy HCol Stafford 
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ONCE A ROYAL, ALWAYS A ROYAL 

Perpetuated Units 

10th Royal Grenadiers            3rd Battalion (Toronto Regiment), CEF 

 

Alliances  

United Kingdom – The Duke of Lancaster's Regiment (King's, Lancashire 

and Border) 

 Australia – The Royal Victoria Regiment 


